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Why EVs?

The transportation sector is now the largest 
source of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions in 
the United States.



Why EVs?

Electric vehicles offers many benefits to their owners including: 

• A superior driving experience
• Lower fuel and maintenance costs 
• Better for public health & the environment
• Fuel up at home
• Energy security/Reduced price volatility
• Economic – local spending & local jobs
• Utility / Grid Benefits  



Lower Fuel Costs 

EVs can reduce your fuel costs significantly. Many EVs exceed 
100 miles per gallon of gasoline equivalent (MPGe), making the 
cost to fuel an EV usually about a third of the cost of a traditional 
vehicle. 

*Assuming $2.50 cost per gallon of gasoline and 25mpg
Assuming 33.7kW/h= 1 gallon and $.12/kWh and 115mpg

Model Cost per mile
(cents)

200 miles 
cost (dollars)

Electric 3.5 $7

Gasoline 10 $20



A Superior Driving Experience

• They’re more efficient. 
• The average fuel efficiency in the US is 24.8 miles per 

gallon. 
• The fuel efficiency for many electric cars is over 100 MPGe. 



Lower Maintenance Costs 

• EVs require less 
maintenance than 
traditional Internal 
Combustible Engine 
(ICE vehicles). 

• Additionally, time spent 
on maintenance is 
reduced. 



Better for Public Health & the 
Environment

• EVs and PHEVs produce zero harmful tailpipe emissions. 
• Even when driven in an area that gets it’s power from coal, EVs are cleaner. 



Stabilizing Energy Security

• EVs reduce our dependence on oil 
imports and supply disruptions. In 2016, 
the US imported a net 4.9 million barrels 
of petroleum per day and gasoline 
prices often fluctuate based on global 
markets. 

• Cost of electricity is regional and much 
more stable, so in general it is less 
susceptible to swings that are seen in 
gas prices.



Utility Grid

o Load growth that’s “flexible”
o Peak shaving/off peak charging
o Integration of renewable 
o Downward pressure on rates



Market Trends

Sources: U.S. Department of Energy, InsideEVs, Cogent Reports by Market Strategies
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EV Sales

Sales of U.S. cars 
and light trucks

EVs = 1% national sales



EVs and the Southeast



Growing number of EVs available

Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicle (PHEV)Battery Electric Vehicle (BEV)

40 models with a plug compared to 6 in 2011

• Nissan Leaf
• Ford Focus
• Chevrolet Bolt
• BMW i3
• Tesla Model S
• Tesla Model X
• Tesla Model 3
• Kia Soul EV
• …and more

• BMW i3 REX
• Ford Fusion
• Chevrolet Volt
• Chrysler Pacifica
• Kia Optima
• BMW 330e
• Ford Cmax Energi
• Audi
• …ane more



Manufacturer Commitments
BMW BMW has stated  that 12 all-electric cars and 13 hybrids will be on the market by 2025.

Daimler
Mercedes Benz

Daimler is investing $11 billion in its upcoming electric range of vehicles

Daimler luxury brand Mercedes-Benz said it would make an electric model of all of its vehicles by 2022.

Ford Ford announced the Lincoln brand would offer electrified versions of each model by the year 2022. F-150 
Hybrid by 2020. Ford will launch 13 electrified vehicles over the next five years.

GM General Motors announced on Monday its plans to launch at least 20 new EVs by 2023, and plans to unveil 
two new all-electric cars in the next 18 months.

Hyundai 
Kia

Genesis

Hyundai will launch a Genesis sedan in 2021 with a range of 310 miles per charge. It is developing its first 
dedicated electric vehicle platform, which will allow the company to produce multiple models with longer 
driving ranges.

Honda
8.30.17

Honda is launching two electric cars by 2018 (one for sale in China and one in Europe). 
8



Manufacturer Commitments

● Electric School & Transit Buses 
○ Proterra
○ New Flyer
○ BYD
○ Blue Bird
○ more

● Garbage Trucks
○ BYD- 76 miles/2-3 hrs charge

● Long Haul Trucks
○ Tesla - 500 miles

● Delivery Trucks
○ Workhorse



Growing Fleet Adoption

● Fleet adoption - Atlanta - 63 city vehicles, with a 
commitment to have 20% of fleet (LD & HD) electric by 
2020.  
○ $190K annual savings this year with LD replacements

● NYC - The City >1,000 EVs in its fleet with a goal of 2,000 
by 2025.
○ UPS - 1,500 by 2022 in NYC

● San Jose  Airport - Replacing CNG with electric
○ ~$4 million savings in fuel over 12 years.

● Kansas City Airport - first to integrate fully electric shuttles 
into their fleet - 30 buses



Growing Adoption

300+ orders 
100+ not yet 
announced

Slides courtesy of Proterra



Battery Prices Declining



Increased Efficiency

Source: CTE



Adoption Challenges

Key Findings:
•60% know little/nothing 
about EVs

•Of the 27% that know 
something about EVs, 
85% would not consider 
an EV because there is 
not enough EV 
infrastructure

(Next reasons were 
expense and  time-to-

charge)

Source: Britta Gross, GM



Range Anxiety?

Source: Britta Gross, GM 

78% of drivers commute 40 
miles per day or less

Based on U.S. Department of Transportation 2003 Omnibus Household Survey



Fleet Adoption Challenges

● Range
● Charging  location and duration
● Charging equipment options = procurement 

& installation
● Costs
● Matching application and vehicles available



Electric Vehicles Are the Future

Autonomous, Connected & Electric



Opportunities

• Drive Consumer Demand
• Awareness & education campaigns
• Ride & Drives

• Expand Charging Infrastructure
• Be strategic – DCFC, L2, L1 properly sited

• Consumer Incentives
• Individual consumers
• Fleets

• Policy Development
• Fleet goals
• ’EV Ready’ programs

• Utility programs 
• Infrastructure development
• Cost recovery
• Time of Use



Electrify the South & NextCar 
Pledge

Anne Blair
anne@cleanenergy.org
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dory@cleanenergy.org


